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Probing magneto-optic trap dynamics through weak excitation of a coupled narrow-linewidth
transition
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Alkaline-earth-like atoms possess singlet and triplet manifolds coupled through the ground state. The weak
and hence narrow linewidth intercombination transition can provide a powerful probe of singlet-singlet
magneto-optic trap~MOT! dynamics. We demonstratein situ probing of an ytterbium MOT and discuss how
cloud position, size, and temperature can be determined.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 42.05.Vk, 95.30.Ky, 32.10.2f
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Ytterbium ~Yb, Z570) and other alkaline-earth-like a
oms possess coupled two-level-like transitions~see Fig. 1!
whose widely different natural widths@1,2# support multiple
magneto-optic trapping opportunities. Specifically, the stro
and nearly closed@3# 1S0-1P1 transitions are well suited, du
to their large scattering rates, to cooling atomic beams@2,4–
6,9,10# and loading magneto-optic traps~MOTs! from ther-
mal or slowed sources@4–6,9,10#. In contrast, and due to
their narrow linewidths, the spin-forbidden1S0-3P1 transi-
tions support MOTs with ultralow limiting temperatures a
potentially high spatial densities@5,7#, and are useful for
high-resolution spectroscopic studies@8–10#. Employing
these two types of transitions in complementary cooli
trapping, and spectroscopic roles may ultimately prov
new routes to quantum degeneracy@5,7# and high-precision
optical frequency standards@1,8–10#. A staged cooling ex-
periment using first the1S0-1P1 and then the1S0-3P1 tran-
sitions in strontium~Sr! has already led to record phas
space densities in a MOT@5#. Additionally, optical
spectroscopy of the1S0-3P1 magnesium~Mg! @9# ~calcium
~Ca! @10#! transition in 1S0-1P1 MOTs has produced frac
tional frequency stabilities exceeding~approaching! that
which can be obtained with atomic-beam experiments us
the same species.

In this Rapid Communication, we present observations
a steady-state 398.8-nm(6s2)1S0-(6s6p)1P1

174Yb MOT,
of probe fluorescence spectra induced by excitation of
174Yb(6s2)1S0-(6s6p)3P1 555.6-nm transition. We find
that the Zeeman structure of the3P1 excited state is com
pletely resolved and that peak widths and splittings prov
diagnostic information about the atomic cloud size, locat
relative to the trap magnetic field zero@11#, and potentially,
the atomic velocity distribution@10#. Use of an intercombi-
nation transition to performin situ temperature measure
ments may provide an alternative approach to tr
destructive time-of-flight techniques@10,12#.

Since a detailed description of the apparatus has b
given previously@4#, we only review the relevant features o
the trapping experiment here. Approximately 106 174Yb at-
oms, loaded with as2 Zeeman slower, are held in
1S0-1P1 Yb MOT. For the power levels used in this expe
ment, the trap lifetimet is limited primarily by radiative
branching from the1P1 state tot;400 msec@4#. Trap axial
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magnetic field gradientsBz8 range in magnitude from 35 to
160 G/cm. Vacuum levels during the experiment a
,1028 Torr.

Fluorescence from the MOT is imaged onto a photom
tiplier tube ~PMT! whose output is sampled by a digital o
cilloscope with an overall system response time of 500msec.
A 555-nm filter~bandpass widthDl;10 nm) placed in front
of the PMT allows selective detection of the 555.6-n
probe-induced fluorescence from the trap. The 555.6-
probe beam is produced by a ring dye laser, RDL~long-term
linewidth,2 MHz) whose output is attenuated to;200mW
and combined with a trapping beam traveling normal to
axis of the anti-Helmholtz magnetic field coils. The col
mated probe beam has a 1/e2 intensity diameter of 1.5 cm, is
single-passed through the atom cloud, and has approxima
the same circular polarization as the trapping beam that
propagates with it. Saturated absorption in an external
gas cell provides a frequency marker for the174Yb 1S0-3P1
resonance.

A time-of-flight estimate of the trap temperature w
made with the probe beam by monitoring probe fluoresce
as a function of time after the 398.8-nm trapping beams w
extinguished. For this measurement, a 555.6-nm stand
wave probe beam with;3 mW per traveling-wave compo
nent was employed. We find that the atom cloud tempera
is ;2 mK, or about three times the Doppler-limited tempe
ture,TD5670mK of the 1S0-1P1 line. We point out that this
value is 30 times smaller than the measured upper limit
ported by Hondaet al. @6#.

FIG. 1. A partial energy-level diagram for174Yb. Landeg fac-
tors for the1P1 and 3P1 excited states are given in parentheses
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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In the following, the summed power in the thre
398.8-nm trapping beams~retroreflected to form standin
waves! is 14 mW. The trapping beams are tuned230 MHz
below the174Yb 1S0-1P1 resonance.

In Fig. 2, we plot probe-generated 555.6-nm fluoresce
as a function of the probe frequencynp , in the vicinity of the
174Yb 1S0-3P1 transition frequencyn174. A three-peak spec
trum is observed. In trace~a!, the two traveling-wave com
ponents of each standing-wave trapping beam are bala
with ;30% intensity difference~the best balance achievab
with our retroreflection geometry!. In traces~b! and ~c!, the
retroreflected component of the trapping beam parallel to
anti-Helmholtz coil axis,z, is attenuated by a factor of 2 an
4, respectively.Bz8560 G/cm throughout. As the power im
balance of the standing-wave trapping field components
creases, the splitting of the three-peaked structure increa
In addition, the widths of all three peaks increase, with
central peak width experiencing the largest fractional gai

We identify the three peaks in the probe spectrum w
the three magnetically split Zeeman components of
1S0-3P1 transition. In Fig. 3~a!, we schematically plot the
MOT magnetic-field magnitudeuBW u versus position along a
line passing through the zero-field point of the MOT. Belo
this we depict a cloud of cold atoms with diameterDS and
displacementS from the field null. In Fig. 3~b!, we depict the
1S0-3P1 transition structure for atoms within the cloud. Th
Zeeman levels are split bySmgB81e, where2DSmgB8/2
,e,DSmgB8/2 andB8 is the magnetic-field gradient alon
the line considered. The narrowness of the1S0-3P1 transi-
tion and the smallness ofDS relative to S allow for the
appearance of a well-resolved spectral triplet. The side pe
are broadened by the magnetic-field variation across
atom cloud, while all three peaks are broadened by trap D
pler effects, the laser linewidth, and the effective natu
width of the 1S0-3P1 transition as modified by the 398.8-nm
trapping beams~Rabi broadening!. The relative heights of
the three peaks are determined by the local magnetic-

FIG. 2. Probe-induced 555.6-nm fluorescence versus probe
quency for different intensity imbalances in the trapping beamsnp

(n174) is the probe beam (174Yb 1S0-3P1 resonance! frequency. In
~a! an intensity imbalance of;30%, arising purely from absorptive
retroreflection optics, is employed. In~b! and ~c! neutral density
filters reduce the intensity of one of the retroreflected trapp
beams by a factor of 2 and 4, respectively.
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geometry and the polarization of the probe beam. Inter
ingly, we found, in a separate series of measurements,
by changing the polarization of the probe beam we co
modify the relative heights of the three features. T
1S0-1P1 trapping transition is split similarly, but the trans
tion’s 28-MHz natural width and a smaller Lande´ g factor@1#
prevent the observation of the splitting under typical tr
conditions.

The increased splitting observed in Fig. 2 indicates t
increased power imbalance between the traveling-wave c
ponents of the relevant trapping field moves the atom i
regions of higher magnetic field. Increased field may res
from increased radial displacement, rotation toward a t
axis with a higher field gradient, or a combination. Curre
data do not allow for precise differentiation between the
two mechanisms. However, previous studies have shown
power imbalance between components of standing-w
trapping beams promotes displacement along the axis of
imbalanced trapping beam@13#.

In Fig. 4, we plot the 555.6-nm probe-induced fluore
cence from a174Yb MOT for different values ofBz8 . From
top to bottom,Bz8 is 45, 100, and 140 G/cm, respectivel
The peak splitting,}SBz8 , depends weakly on the gradien
implying that the atom cloud displacement from the ma
netic field null,S, is inversely proportional toBz8 . Since the
side peaks are significantly broader than the central peak
conclude that broadening derived from magnetic-field inh
mogeneity,}DSBz8 , contributes significantly to their width
This fact, combined with the observation that the side pe
widths are largely independent ofBz8 allows us to conclude
that the atomic cloud size scales inversely withBz8 . Note that
these scaling relationships are in qualitative agreement w
those expected from simple physical models of two-le
atoms in a MOT@14#. Probe spectra as studied here provi
a unique means for observational confirmation of these f
damental trap properties.

e-

g

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic plot of the MOT magnetic-field magn
tude versus position along a line passing through the magnetic-
zero point. The atomic cloud is displaced from the field zero bS
and has a widthDS. ~b! 1S0-3P1 transition structure for atoms in
the cloud.mg5gmBmJ /h, whereg is the Landeg factor for the3P1

excited state,mB is the Bohr magneton,mJ is the magnetic quantum
number, and h is Planck’s constant.n174 is the 1S0(mJ

50)-3P1(mJ50) transition frequency.
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We have determined the total area under a family
traces like those of Fig. 4. To the extent that these areas s
with the number of atoms in the trap, one obtains a meas
of trap population versus field gradient@see Fig. 5~a!#. For
these measurements, the 398.8-nm trapping beams are
230 MHz below the 174Yb 1S0-1P1 resonance, a value
found to optimize the trap populationNT at Bz8545 G/cm.
Under these conditions,NT is seen to decrease for higher
lower gradients, a result that is qualitatively similar to fix
detuning measurements ofNT versus magnetic-field gradien
for alkali-metal MOTs@14#.

In Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!, respectively, we plot the cloud
radius and displacement from the field null as a function
the axial magnetic field gradient. Plotted displacementsSand
radii DS/2 are normalized by the observed maximum atBz8
535 G/cm and are calculated from measured peak splitt
and widths according to

S5
Dsh

u¹BW ugmBmJ

~1!

and

DS

2
5

Dwh

u¹BW ugmBmJ

, ~2!

whereDs (Dw) is the observed peak splitting~the difference
between the full width at half maximum widths of the cent
and side peaks!, g;1.5 @1# is the Lande´ g factor for the3P1
excited state,mB is the Bohr magneton,mJ561 is the mag-
netic quantum number of the relevant peak, andh is Planck’s
constant. In choosing this definition forDw , we assume tha
broadening mechanisms due to trap Doppler effects, la
linewidth, and Rabi broadening of the1S0-3P1 transition are
given by the width of the central peak and ignore subtle
of deconvolution. As the gradient increases, we observ
trend toward smaller displacements and cloud radii@13,14#.
Results in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! are qualitative and assum
primarily radial rather than angular repositioning asBz8
changes. Finally we note that the; 3-MHz center peak

FIG. 4. Probe-induced 555.6-nm fluorescence versus probe
quency for different axial anti-Helmholtz magnetic-field gradien
np (n174) is the probe beam (174Yb 1S0-3P1 resonance! frequency.
Bz8 is ~a! 45 G/cm,~b! 100 G/cm, and~c! 140 G/cm.
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width @see Figs. 2~a! and 4#, which arises from the combine
effects of laser linewidth, and Doppler and Rabi broaden
of the 1S0-3P1 transition set an upper limit of 10 mK on th
atom cloud temperature. Higher temperatures would be
dent through Doppler mediated increased central peak wi
Such higher temperatures are suggested in Figs. 2~b! and
2~c!, where the power imbalance of one of the trappi
beams is increased.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that narrow lin
width transitions coupled to a trapping transition can prov
detailed,in situ, and nondestructive diagnostics of trap pro
erties and dynamics. We specifically demonstrate t
fluorescence-detected probe excitation spectra provide in
mation indicative of the atom-cloud size, population, a
spatial displacement. We point out that measurements of
cloud location relative to the magnetic field null are releva
to determining the trap spring constant, an important quan
whose dynamic properties have not been measured for
tems that do not support polarization gradient cooling. Alo
with radiation trapping effects, the spring constant will ul
mately determine how much MOTs using the intrinsica
simple 1S0-1P1 transitions can be compressed to high de
sities. Additionally, the width of the central spectral featu
observed here promises to provide real-time information
the trap temperature, especially when combined with inf
mation about the effective Rabi frequency of the trapp
beams or when measured while the trapping beams
briefly switched off. Future work will investigate this poss
bility.

e-
.

FIG. 5. Relative~a! trap population,~b! cloud radiusDS/2, and
~c! cloud spatial displacementSall as a function of axial magnetic
field gradient. All traces are normalized by the observed maxi
Nmax, DS/2max, and Smax. Nmax was determined from measure
ments of the 398.8-nm trap fluorescence. Uncertainties inDS/2max,
andSmax are due to the cylindrical symmetry of the magnetic fie
1-3
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